
A5 Notebook
PIKP3947

Pack Size 12/36 (In a CDU)

Multi Colour Pen 
PIKP3951
8 colour pen with micro-injected  
dangler.
Pack Size 12/144 (In a Tub)

Lockable Diary
PIKP3948
Diary covered in pink plush with PVC  
patch and padlock with 2 keys.
Size (HxWxD) 16 x 12.5 x 1.8cm. 
Pack Size 6/36 (In a CDU)

Stationery Set
PIKP3952
Contains pencil, rainbow pencil, chunky blueberry scented  
eraser pencil topper, heart shaped sharpener and 15cm ruler.
Pack Size 8/64 (In a CDU)

Pom Pom Pen
PIKP3950
Pen with blue pom-pom and puffy PVC 
topper and featuring blueberry scented 
blue ink.
Pack Size12/96 (In a Tub)

Pikmi Pops are unique micro scented plush 
toys which come in iconic surprise lollipop 
vessels and feature a variety of surprises. 
The combination of these brand attributes 
aims to deliver ultimate surprise unboxing 
experiences for girls aged 5-9 who love to 
collect.

Blueprint have created a colourful and 
exciting range which feature the main stars 
of the Pikmi Pops gang, such as Pichi, the 
happiest blueberry smelling pup you will 
ever meet, and Leroy, the banana scented 
monkey who loves adventures!



Eraser Set
PIKP3956
8 blueberry scented mini erasers. 
Pack Size 4/72 (In a CDU)

Pencil Case
PIKP3959
PU Pencil case with puffy PVC dangler.
Size (HxWxD) 7.5 x 20 x 7cm.
Pack Size 6/72 (In a CDU)

Novelty Pencil Case
PIKP3960
Pink plush pencil case with PVC patch.
Size (HxWxD) 12.5 x 21 x 1.5cm.
Pack Size 8/72 (In a CDU)

Backpack
PIKP4212
Fabric backpack with front zip up pocket, 
padded adjustable straps and mesh side 
pocket to hold a water bottle.
Size (HxWxD) 38 x 28 x 12cm.
Pack Size 3/24 (No CDU)

Stickers
PIKP3957
27 differently designed  
puffy stickers.
Pack Size 12/192 
(In a CDU)

Colouring and Activity Set
PIKP3958
Contains 8 activity posters, 12 colouring posters, A5 
sticker sheet and 6 scented felt pens (grape, blueberry, 
apple, banana, watermelon and strawberry).
Pack Size 10/60 (In a CDU)

Gel Pen Set
PIKP3955
4 scented gel pens - each with a different 
ink colour and scent (apple, blueberry, 
strawberry and grape).
Pack Size 8/72 (In a CDU)
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